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Mobile App

A mobile application, most commonly
referred to as an app, is a type of
application software designed to run on a
mobile device, such as a smartphone or
tablet computer. Mobile applications
frequently serve to provide users with
similar services to those accessed on PCs.
Apps are generally small, individual
software units with limited function. 

A mobile application also may be known
as an app, web app, online app, iPhone
app or smartphone app.

Augmented Reality

Augmented reality is an interactive
experience of a real-world environment
where the objects that reside in the
real world are enhanced by computer-
generated perceptual information,
sometimes across multiple sensory
modalities, including visual, auditory,
haptic, somatosensory and olfactory.



Gateway Gallery Pocket
Museum

An example of a mobile app that
hightlights museum features such as 
 exhibits, art images, and cultural
products. It can be labeled as a museum
app or museum mobile app. It mimics
an actual museum experience through
a smartphone. Developed by Gateway
Gallery with the support of the J. Amado
Araneta Foundation.

SiningSaysay
Augmented Reality

An Augmented Reality experience is
one of the main features of the
Gateway Gallery Pocket Museum.
Through the SiningSaysay Augmented
Reality, users will see the paintings
come alive to tell its story or historical
narrative using videos, images, music,
and voice over.



Why use the Gateway
Gallery Pocket Museum?

 *Provides a museum or cultural
experience even when the museum, the
Gateway Gallery, is closed or
inaccessible.

*Provides an engaging platform via
Augmented Reality (AR) in learning
about our country's history and culture.
The SiningSaysay AR relives the
country's history in 90 minutes.

*Serves as a supplementary tool in
education.

*Assists the teachers in teaching
history, culture, and art.

*Aids the students in their history,
culture, and art subjects.

*Provides opportunity for users to have
their artworks or essays featured in the
app.  

*Provides a meaningful connection to
the museum.



Interface

It has a Welcome Page and the following
buttons on the tab at the bottom.

How To Use

Search Gateway Gallery Pocket Museum
on Google Play or Apple Store.

Download or install. The app is free.

Explore the features.

View Augmented
Reality

Explore



Parts of the Pocket
Museum

View: 
allows you to view online exhibits 
SiningSaysay: Philippine History in Art 
 Exhibit
You Matter Exhibit

Augmented Reality: 
allows you to access the camera to launch
the AR when in front of the painting or
image of the painting
Experience AR

Explore: 
allows you to explore direction, the floor
space, its art collection, the vicinity of the
Museum, and artworks submitted by
users
How to Go to Gateway Gallery
Explore the Galleries
Explore the Art Collection
Explore Nearby Cultural Attractions
Art Flex

Connect:  
allows you to book a tour, an event, shop
and donate to the Museum
Book a Guided Tour
Shop
Book an Exhibit/Event
Donate



How To Use

Augmented Reality is experienced on 2
modes.

Mode #1.
Scan the painting or image in Gateway
Gallery or from online or printed
images.

Mode #2.

Press the Playback Button at the lower
right corner.



For inquiries and partnership:

Contact:

gatewaygallery@aranetagroup.com
jaafoundation@aranetagroup.com
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For Project Monitoring and Evaluation:

Contact:
Gari Apolonio: gatewaygallery@aranetagroup.com

0916-766-0753
Helen Valenzuela: hvalenzuela@aranetagroup.com

0998-382-1057




